The Revolution of the Resurrection @14.15 is for those seeking Sahaja Yoga with the Higher Guide within to radiate the Light of the Resurrection @29.55. Without ears that hear, all life is the poverty of speculative blah, blah, blah..... and more blah. (November 21, 2021)

"the poverty of speculative blah, blah, blah"

Jesus said, “If those who lead you say to you, ‘See, the kingdom is in the sky,’ then the birds of the air will precede you.

If they say to you, 'It is in the sea,' then the fish will precede you.

Rather, the kingdom [the Universe as spiritual Consciousness / Quantum Mechanics] is inside of you [Sahasrara, Dasam Dwar], and it is outside of you [the Universe as material Consciousness / Classical Mechanics].

When you come to know your Selves [The Mother, Antaryami, the Self], then you will become known [conscious, aware of the Divine within, and your own divine nature], and you will realize that it is you who are the sons of the living [Spirit, The Mother].

But if you will not know your Selves [if you deliberately do not want your ears to hear in this Age and the Age to Come], you dwell in poverty [of speculative blah, blah, blah] and it is you who are that poverty [of parasite priests who lead you]." [emphasis added]

http://adishakti.org/_/Jesus_said_If_your_leaders_say_to_you.htm